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  I am certain I do not stand alone when I say that I have a hard time remembering. 
That is, a hard time remembering to take the trash out on trash day. Arriving home 
from the store missing that crucial item for dinner. How about trying to remember 
where I put my keys, my phone, just to get to the store. Please tell me you can 
relate.  
 
Well, this Monday, the last Monday of the month, we are all called to remember. 
To remember more than a grocery item, more than just our everyday pocket fillers 
(keys, phone, chapstick etc.). We are called as a nation to remember those who 
gave the ultimate sacrifice for our freedom(s). The brave soldiers who stood in 
harm's way to defend this great nation we are blessed to live in.  
 
Yes, Memorial Day. A day people will meet in parks and cemeteries to 
commemorate what this day symbolizes. Smoke will fill the air as food is being 
cooked. Bands will play to the tune of this given day. Speeches will go forth, and 
the sound of gunfire will wake the internal thoughts of man's deepest emotions as a 
salute to our fallen heroes.    
 
Memorial Day is an official holiday in most states of the United States. It was 
originally observed on May 30 for federal employees, until 1971. The date was 
changed to the last Monday in May. All states observing this holiday adopted the 
change, except for Louisiana.  
 
Memorial Day was first recognized as Decoration Day. A day many would place 
flowers and flags on the graves of named and the unnamed soldiers. This is a 
tradition that has continued and will be observed this Memorial Day.  
 
Interesting to think after all these years people still remember and honor these great 
men of war and freedom. While those being remembered have no awareness of the 
celebrations and homage being paid to them. It does serve those who remain and 
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are willing to pay the same debt; all in the name of freedom. They know that if 
they are called to travel in the same footsteps, they too will be remembered.  
 
While we will always be appreciative of those who have served this great country. 
Who helped pave the way to our freedom. We must also remember those who 
paved the way for us spiritually.  
 
Christ went to war and won the battle so we could have the means to be free from 
the burden of sin. We are called to remember Christ and His sacrifice every first 
day of the week (Acts 20:7; 1Cor.11:23-26). We gather and remember His 
willingness to bear a cross of suffering and shame. A cross that has left the faithful 
in the secure arms of eternal salvation.   
 
In Hebrews chapter 11 the term “by faith” is used 21 times. Out of those 21, 19 are 
referring to those of faith.  Abraham, Isaac, Moses, and Sarah to name just a few. 
However, the Hebrew writer begins in (vs.35) to speak of “the others.” Those who 
“had trial of mockings and scourgings, yes, and of chains and 
imprisonment. “were stoned, they were sawn in two, were tempted, were slain with 
the sword. They wandered about in sheepskins and goatskins, being destitute, 
afflicted, tormented— of whom the world was not worthy. They wandered in 
deserts and mountains, in dens and caves of the earth. And all these, having 
obtained a good testimony through faith, did not receive the promise...” 
(Heb.11:36-39)  
 
Therefore, many were remembered, who had “obtained a good testimony through 
faith.” Some were named, some were unnamed, simply known as “the others.” 
Nevertheless, they were remembered and remembered for their great faith and 
service to the Lord.  
 
How will you be remembered? 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
How do you want to be remembered? 
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
 


